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Rating Action
[ICRA]A1+ Assigned

Rating action
ICRA has assigned a short-term rating of [ICRA]A1+ (pronounced ICRA A one plus) for the Rs.12.50 crore
short-term non-fund based facilities of Sun TV Network Limited (“STNL”/ the company).
Rationale
The assigned rating draws comfort from STNL’s established presence; the strong brand equity of Sun TV; and
the company’s strong margins, zero debt and healthy cash flow position. The company derives majority of its
revenues from Sun TV, which has a loyal audience base, translating into high Television Rating Points (TRPs).
While the strong market position enjoyed by Sun TV and STNL’s diversification across genres/languages have
aided in scale improvement and helped the company demonstrate consistently steady revenue growth, the
significant bargaining power with content providers and control over telecasted content facilitates strong
margins. The healthy accruals have resulted in strong net worth, zero debt and consequently healthy capital
structure and coverage metrics; cascading into comfortable cash flows. As on March 31, 2016, STNL had cash
and cash equivalents1 to the tune of Rs.1124.7 crore.
The rating also takes into account the ongoing legal proceedings against the company’s promoters and
subsidiary, initiated by various authorities in the recent past. STNL’s business is working capital intensive and
the company’s dividend payouts have been between 70-80% of profits in the last five years. Further, while the
implementation of phase III and phase IV digitization is expected to improve subscription revenues lending
stability to its revenue profile, the cyclical nature of advertisement spends and increasing competitive intensity
could result in volatility in revenues going forward; although the company has mitigated significant volatility
during downturns in the past.
Key rating drivers
Credit Strengths
Established presence of the group and the ‘Sun TV’ brand in the television broadcasting space;
diversification across genres
Consistently high television rating points (TRPs) maintained in the last several years, leading to
healthy growth in advertisement revenues; wide and improving subscriber base contributing to
healthy growth in subscription revenues
Relatively high bargaining power with content providers, and in the supply chain
Strong financial profile characterized by healthy profits margins, leading to high cash balances and
cash flows; and absence of debt as on quarter ends
Credit Concerns
Pending litigations against promoters/group companies
Relatively high dividend payouts compared to profits in the last five years
Working capital intensive nature of business arising from relatively high receivables, although akin to
most players in the industry
Revenues concentrated in advertisement revenues which are susceptible to economic cyclicality

1

Cash and cash equivalents include cash of Rs.155.0 crore, and fixed deposits of Rs.969.7 crore

Key Rating Sensitivities
Adverse verdicts in litigations against the promoter could affect the operations of STNL
Implementation of TRAI regulation, capping advertisements to 12 minutes in an hour of
programming could have impact on revenues and margins
Implementation of phase III and phase IV digitization could result in improvement in subscription
revenues
Description of key rating drivers highlighted above:
The company has presence in television broadcasting for over two decades, and has gradually expanded its
channel/language base to 33 channels across south India. Sun TV is the flagship channel and constitutes
majority of revenues for the company. On account of its loyal audience base, Sun TV has consistently obtained
the maximum number of impressions in regional general entertainment space and across genres, pan India;
and this has aided the company in expanding its revenues consistently over the last few years. STNL has
exhibited robust CAGR growth of 8.1% during FY2012-16, aided by healthy growth in advertisement and
subscription revenues.
By virtue of its popularity, Sun TV attracts a fair share of television advertisement spends. Further, the
company has significant bargaining power over its content providers, aiding in control over telecasted content;
and maintaining healthy margins. The company’s operating margins have remained strong at around 70-80%
during FY2012-16, while its net margins were at 34-36% for the same period, despite marginal losses in the
IPL segment.
The company has zero debt as on balance sheet dates; although marginal loans (backed by fixed deposits) are
availed during the year. The company only avails a non-fund based facility of Rs. 90.00 crore for bank
guarantees given for IPL and other business activities. By virtue of the strong accruals and zero debt, the debt
metrics as of the balance sheet dates have remained strong. Although the company has been paying 70-80%
of its profits as dividends and its operations have high receivables of over 100 days, the cash flows continue to
remain healthy, given the relatively low capex undertaken in the last few years, compared to the scale of
operations.
Traction in implementation of phase III and phase IV digitization in the southern markets are likely to improve
subscription revenues. However, the implementation of the TRAI regulation limiting advertisements to 12
minutes in an hour of fiction programming, could limit revenues/margins. Also, adverse movements in the
advertisement revenues arising from economic downturns could result in some volatility in revenues; however,
healthy growth in the past despite such downturns mitigates the latter risk to a large extent. The pending
litigations against the promoters/group entities are a concern, since the promoters/group entities are closely
involved in the operations of the company; however, responsibilities vested upon different personnel in a
corporatized/professional set up, limits the risk. Overall, the revenues and margins are expected to remain
healthy over the medium term, although the possibility of volatility on account of the aforementioned factors
could prevail.
The company is expected to declare significant dividends going forward, similar to the past. However, absence
of inorganic expansions or major investment plans and maintenance of zero debt are likely to maintain the
company’s strong credit profile in the near to medium term.
Analytical approach:
Links to applicable Criteria
Corporate Credit Rating - A Note on Methodology
Rating Methodology for Media Industry (Broadcasting Companies)
About the company:
Sun TV Network Limited is primarily engaged in television broadcasting and owns 33 channels across four
south Indian languages, catering to various genres including general entertainment, news, kids, movies,
comedy and action. Sun TV, which is one the highest viewership channels in the general entertainment
category, is the flagship channel of the company. Apart from these, the company also has license to operate an
Indian Premier League (IPL) franchise under the name “SunRisers Hyderabad”; and has produced/distributes
movies under the name ‘Sun Pictures’. Television broadcasting currently constitutes over 95% of the

company’s standalone revenues. The company was established in 1985 by Mr. Kalanithi Maran as Sumangali
Publications Private Limited and was later renamed as Sun TV Network Limited. Sun TV, the flagship channel
of the company, was started in 1993.
The company has two subsidiaries - Kal Radio Limited and South Asia FM Limited - which together own 47 FM
radio stations across the country and broadcast under the brand names Red FM and Suriyan FM. The
subsidiaries accounted for ~6.5% of STNL’s consolidated revenues in FY2016.
Other than STNL and its subsidiaries, the promoters have ownership interests in a newspaper/magazine
company, a company which distributes Sun Network channels, a business solutions company and some nonoperational entities.
Status of non-cooperation with previous CRA: Not Applicable
Any other information: Not Applicable
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Complexity level of the rated instrument:
ICRA has classified various instruments based on their complexity as "Simple", "Complex" and "Highly
Complex". The classification of instruments according to their complexity levels is available on the website
www.icra.in
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About ICRA Limited:
ICRA Limited was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks and financial
services companies as an independent and professional investment Information and Credit Rating Agency.
Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies (Group ICRA). ICRA is a Public
Limited Company, with its shares listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange. The
international Credit Rating Agency Moody’s Investors Service is ICRA’s largest shareholder.
For more information, visit www.icra.in
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